
 

Making room for your emotions 

There are many times that uncomfortable emotions arise within us and trick us 
into believing they have control, they are bigger than us, and they are so mighty 
we have to find a way to get rid of them. Typically, all the things we do to get rid of 
these emotions only work for a short amount of time, if at all, and then create 
more problems. This exercise is best conducted with your eyes closed 

 

Observe: Notice different sensations in your body. Then focus on the are of the 
body you notice the feeling most intensely. Notice the area where those 
sensations and feelings are. Observe the sensations curiously, noticing they are 
only one small part of you. 

Breathe: Breathe into the area. Imagine your breath flowing through and around 
this area. 

Expand: Imagine this area of your body expanding, making lots of room for this 
feeling to exist. We are making space for this feeling while we continue to breathe 
in and around it. 

Allow: Allow this feeling to be here. Allowing does not mean liking or wanting. We 
are just recognising that this feeling exists in us. You may notice urges to do 
something about the feeling or thoughts of wanting to get rid of it. Just 
acknowledge these thoughts too. They are completely natural.  

Objectify: Describe the sensation as an object. What shape, colour, feeling would 
it have? Is it wet, dry, hard, soft, smooth, rough, hot, cold? Notice that not matter 
the size, you are always more and bigger than it.  

Normalise: Recognise that this feeling is reminding you, you are perfectly normal. 
A human who cares, who desires, who aspires. The bigger the gap between what 
we say we want and what we have, often the bigger the room for these feelings to 
arise.  

Self-compassion: Take your hand and imagine it is a healing hand. A hand of a 
loving friend or family member. Place it when the feeling is on your body and 
imagine the hand healing that area, warming it up, giving more space inside of us 
for the feeling to exist. The hand is not trying to get rid of the feeling. It represents 
us giving ourselves compassion to have uncomfortable feelings.  



 
Expand awareness: expand your awareness to other parts of your body, your 
mind, or different sensations. Perhaps stretch or move and notice how your 
muscles feel. Open your eyes and notice something about the room or place you 
are in at the moment. Notice again how that feeling is still inside of your body but 
so is so many other things as well.  

 

If that uncomfortable feeling you first noticed has gone, allow yourself to enjoy 
this moment, but recognise that is not the purpose or focus of this exercise. There 
are no magic fixes or ways to control your emotions. We are aiming to let go of 
that struggle. 

  


